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:Berrigan quake·· rumbles on 
By Mark Engstrom 'fhe administration's decision 
marked t_he·climax of a _series of 
It' was the . early part -of events which had begun-·several 
summ~r this _year, when the months earlier. Provost Frank 
F r t" : h ni a n O r i en tat ion .Darrow had reviewed evidence 
Committee received word from for apd against - Berrigan's 
Fat_her Daniel Berrigan to the a_ppointment, an.d "after 
effect tliat he no longer wanted wresumg long and hard with the 
anything to do with ltha·ca . d e C i Si On ' ' , m a de a 
College. This was -tile Jesuit recommendation · to President 
- Priest's response to a .committee Ellis Phillips that no offer of 
effort to have him.appear here as ap p ointm_ent be made to 
a special· orientation speaker tliis Berrigan. Phillips immediately 
fall. · respol!ded to Darrow, agreeing 
This exchange took place in with the recommendation. 
the wake of a decision bY. the The Berrigan controversy, or 
colle,ge's administration~ to affair .as it came to be known, 
~isregard a recommendation initially exploded across the 
from the school of Humanities camp,us at .the start of the 
and Sciences that Berrigan be Spring, 1974, semester~ It was 
appointed _.as a Visiting then that it became known that 
Professor. The appointment was an offer- made to Berrigan by 
to- have been effective for ~nly 'Dean Baker's office had been 
one semester, the Spring of rescinded by Phillips .. The offer 
197 5. asked Berriyan to. be a Visiting 
Professor m the School of 
Humanities and Science's for the 
-. 
1"974-75 academic year. Berrigan decisfon-making process at 
·displayed a definite interest in Ithaca College consisted of. 
the offer,· and came to the IC Phillips explained that he had 
campus for an interview on seen a number of negative. 
December 28, 1973. factors involved in Berrig.;ils 
Several , we'eks had passed, coming to IC. He attributed his 
when on January 23, _ it was decision __ to skepticism on the 
d i s c o v ere d that the __ _part of parents, alumni, and 
administration - had withdrawn several trustees with regard to 
the offer to Berrigan. The letter -the hiring of Berrigan. The 
notifying Berrigan of the President did not cite any 
decision, crossed in the mails SP,ecific cases of discontent 
with a- letter toIC from the among these chief financial 
nationally known Priest. In this backers of the college, even 
letter Berrigan said that he when asked in public to provide 
would be unable to accept a such information to the rest of 
teaching appQintment for the the community. 
entire year, but proposed 8 P~illips also explained that 
counter offer, in which he asked Berngan had taken too long to 
to be able to come to IC for part res~ond to the offer, an excuse 
of the academi~ year. which was echoed by Provost 
Notice of the withdrawal of Darrow, It _was also noted by the 
Berrigan's offer caused students administration that Berrigan had 
and faculty members to demand declined to accept the schools 
an explanation of Phillips for the in.itial offer, and had submitted 
administration's action and a his own counter-offer_ for 
questioning of what the actual consideration by the ·college. It 
1· 
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Phillips tenders • • resignation 
By Mark Engstrom 
The Ithaca College Board of 
Trustees has been asked by 
President Ellis L. Phillips to 
begin the '-'long, tedious task'..'...of 
searching for his sucessor. 
Phillips announced that he 
would resign, as soon as a 
three students, one staff person, 
one alumni, one member of the 
Academic Cabinet, and one 
Executive Officer. -Eight of the 
members were ··appointed in 
July, and two of the Faculty and 
two of the students will not be 
appointed until the Fall semester 
is un~er way. 
their work, each of the final 
candidates under their 
consideration is to hold a pul;>lic 
interview. It is hoped that tliese 
interviews will generate a 
considerable amount of 
community_ response. The 
committee ·w1n welcome any 
written or verbal com·ment-s-that 
any individuals from the 
!Ile~ber's constituencies wish to 
make. Plans are also being made 
by- the committee for at least 
on~ meeting, following the 
President. 
Upon completion of the 
Search Committee's activities, 
and the appointment of a new 
President, Phillips has indica_ted 
a desire to continue to serve the 
college' in some other capacity. 
Although Phillips will be serving 
1as President until a new one is 
found, some of the addit.ional 
administrative duties are to be 
assigned to others in the college. 
In announcing his resignation, 
Phillips expressed confidence in 
the colleges executive officers 
Provost Frank Darrow- and Vic~ 
Presidents Farinella and Perialas, 
and their ability to move IC in a 
was nnpuea · by some, that now, 
instead of being invited to teach 
here on the college's terms, 
Berrigan v.ras asking to come 
here under his own. Such a 
situation, it was said, created a 
whole new case which sould be 
reviewed from the start. 
Yet, others felt that this was 
not the case. These people 
claimed fhat Berrigan's counter 
offer was an ai;ceptance, in part, 
of the initial offer. Thus, 
Berrigan should be allowed to 
come to IC for whatever time he 
was available for. 
Another reason given for 
rescinding Berrigans offer, was 
the lack of a proper procedure 
for hiring a Visiting Professor. 
Phillips said that each school 
within the college should set u;> 
special procedures for the hiring 
of Visiting Professors. Once such 
procedures came into being, 
Phillips said that Berrigan's 
nomination for a Visiting 
Professorship should be 
resubmitted, and that he would 
be willing to consider it again. 
Procedures for the hiring of 
visiting professors were then 
established for tl!e school of 
Humanities and Sciences. With 
this done, the department of 
P~ilosophy and Religion 
recommended that Berrigan be 
hired as a Visiting Professor for 
the Spring of 1975, so that he 
could teach an advanced cour~P 
on the Book of Revelation. The 
Center for Individual and 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
co-sponsored" the nomination. 
The Center had gone through its 
usual procedures and had 
approved a proposed Prison 
Experience coun;e, to be taught 
by Berrigan through the Center. 
The established procedure was 
strictly· adhered to, and the 
Philosophy and Religion 
departments recommendation 
. was approved by Humanities and 
Science Dean Ted Baker. The 
recommendation then went to 
the All Coll,ege Visiting 
Professors Committee. The 
committee certified that the 
procedure had been correctly 
followed, and the 
recommendation was sent on to 
the administration. 
Accompanying the 
recommendation from the 
school of Humanities and 
Sciences, were numerous 
references and recommendationS' 
from other sources which 
supported Berrigans credentials. 
Included was a recommendation 
from John Lee Smith, director 
"suitable replacement" is found, The eight members currently 
due to,illness in his immediaie on the committee include, 
family. Edward C. ,J::isenhart, a Board 
· Informed of the President's member from-Washington D.C.; 
decision in late Spring, the Clinton B. Ford, im,other Board 
Executive Committee of the member from Wifton, Conn; Paul 
Board acted on June '28 to -T- Fari~lla th·e -Vice President 
establish a Search Committe;;. of Business' and Finance· John 
and. _it~. g_uJdelines, aP,point · Keshishoglou, Dean ~f the 
specific md1viduals to serve on School of Communications· Lois 
.the committee, and call for an Carrol Cutia a member o'f the 
initial committee meeting on class of f958 .who resides in 
public interview of the last 
candidate, at which any member 
of the-community who wishes to 
do so, may express their 
opinions to the committee, with 
regard to the selection of a 
Prosperous ··of Cornell's Center of Religion, forward and 
direction. 
_July 17. All nominations to the Ithaca· Edward Swenson 
committee must be approved by Assistant Professor of Musi/ 
the entire.Board. David Rosenberg, a .Senio; 
Ethics and Social Policy, and 
one from Ming Chiu, IC's own 
Biblical sch<;>lar. 
Phjllips attributed his pending 
resignation to his wife's, '(Mrs. 
-Marion Grumman -Phillips) long 
Politics major; and Nancy Read, 
a researcher in the developement 
office. 
T_he search • IS on 
The job of evaluating the 
recommendation to hire 
Berrigan belonged to Provost 
Frank Darrow. After finishing 
his investigation into the matter, 
he recommended to Phillips that 
Berrigan not be hired. This took 
place on June 26 ·of this year. 
Later that day Phillips inf;;rmed 
Darrow that he agreed with his 
f--e commendation, and the 
decision became final. 
term illness. M,rs. Phillips was It is_ h_qped that the 
hospitalised about 40 days last .committee-will complete its Applications are now being 
accepted by the Student 
Congress Executive Co~mittee 
for the- two student positions on 
I 
the Presidential Search 
Co~mittee. Students in all 
~chools of the college are 
·- welcome to apply and. 
applications are available in the 
-- fall· with .ulcerative colitis. In preliminary search activities by 
order that her recovecy be as the close of the Fall Semester. 
speedy as possible, the Phillips" Then, in early 1975, the process 
have purchased a home on- Long of interviewing candidates on 
Island where she "will have -a campus for the- office ef 
better chance"· to regain her President" -should begin. Every 
str,ngth." Phillips felt that Long effort will be-made to_ have the 
·Island was too;far removed fr_om final nomina.tipns for the 
Ithaca· to make his_ job as position available to the Board 
President of IC- pra_ctically for their review by their May, 
pQssible. · · · 1975, meeting'. . . Student Congress Office 
At ui_e present time, the · The Sea~ch Com~uttee will ...,, third floor of the Union. 
on the' 
Search Committee is still in need make reports on their progress · 
of four members. As -a result; no _ available _to the Board and the - . 
·serious -considilra.tion·· has yet··· cam_pus community at e~h of _-- Accorda~g to Student 
been given to any replacement this ye~rs Comm~nity Coun_cU.. Congress ~eS1dent An~y ~else):', 
_. possibilities:- . · _ _ . ·- · - meetings.._ Any Q!her fol'!!,l of !_he deadline -for applications is 
· · · __ ' -c-ariipus media- that the -
t oominittel feels would be useful _:,eptember '"7. Once received the 
.· The• Search Committee_ is:·lO_ .wrn-'a1so· be put to use as a· applications w1Ubeprocessed by 
mclude-·J,.;2-m~mbers, -~ith..im_al source of information on their . Student Congress°s Executive 
_ .. appo~tnlents),e~ng _approved·by-. activities. . _ · . , · :: Board, (since Congress is not yet 
._ ~ · . ' ·-~'1e- :P~~ro,. ; a~·: c:on.~ta~n · ' - in _sessi.en). All t~e pzocem~ 
,.- -· .. -: .~\~~ the :,(;ommgpjty- ·'Council~ . ; ..:.. _ 
Execu_tive Committee' of 
Congress is expected to turn 
over five names to Dr. Firman 
Brown and the Exe(:utive 
Committee of Community 
Council (who have been asked 
by the Board of Trustee's to 
, submit two final names). 
Telsey said that the selection 
process of the Executive 
Commit~ee of Congress would 
In reviewing his decision, 
Darrow felt that Berrigan had 
not attained "extraordinary 
distinction", or the "special 
expertise" that were necessary 
consist- of a screenjng of the characteristics for any visiting 
applications to cut down the professor hired by the school. 
number and then personal He ':"ent ~n to say that eve~ if 
. . Berngan did possess these traits, 
interviews to be conducted by he woulc! have doubts as to 
Committee members , whether his presence on campus 
The time com~itment for would be beneficial to the 
school. 
me~bers of the search Darrow felt that the social 
committee is great'and- those aspects of the Berrigan 
applying should be aware of it. appointment had 'to be weighed 
equally with the academic ones. 
I . 
.: . ·:· . . r-'·~~!:.~_.~:,l«?~.~-~9:;two __ ·~~- -·t ~-'. -~ d:d ~ t i:O_Jl · .t 9,_ the 
. - ', . _ .......... _ .. _-.~"\..:.. '·en-~--·· .IS>-ft -po"""' ' 
• .,.., ,..., .. ~-.-~ •• -~ ..J.. ~. 1.~ 1Ulfl'llf7.,:· '~ Y,41!•~-,·w.,~ .... ·.~ _.,.,. a1,a 'OD 
.{~\~1ii~;~::liJ1~i;,j::~Jt~~>~~i ":>::/},·;::~~~{;,;:.-:: ;\ . .<".~/::· ·-.:: .. ::ir.:{-, i; ·-~· 
has_' fo . be c~nipleted' by 
-Septem·bef, -11, .-when ,the 
'~: ... 
-· 
Any -additional information ·can In his letter to Phillips su~esting - -
be · attained by calling"the -:· the H&s reco11:1mend_~tion not 
·CoJlP.SS ·office .at .centrex ,3,311: .~e. followe\ f>lim:>w n?t~ that 
· (corttll,,-d" on ~ 8) . 
- '. ',,j 
,, . · ·' l ; · 1 
.. '. ~.:::;.,. 
' ' . 
,: 
1J 
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Editor's Note: 
Fa:cultY Co.u~ci'l 
Notes~ 
Ci'lil Service Jobs? 
Washington ... Peter Brennan, Secretary of Labo5 has annou~ced t~at 
his department has prepared a program under which public service 
jobs will be created if the national unemployment rate, now 5.3 per 
cent of the labor force, reaches around' 7 per cent. This will ~e 
The fol/owing column ls the 
first of a series of columns the 
Ithacan will run this y·ear on the 
LC. Faculty Council happenings, 
written by the Faculty Council. 
These notes were composed by 
Joseph . Tempesta, Second 
Vice-Chairm'!ln of. FacuJty 
CounciI.-·Notes will be published 
'following each month's meeting 
under the tftle of Faculty 
Council Notes. These columns 
. Finally, Cljainnan Clarkson 
·announced that tl1e first all 
college faculty m~ting will bffce 
place tuesday, September IO at 
which · ·Presid~nt Phillips will' 
deliver an important address on 
the.theme of"Ithaca College and 
clarify his stance at the next its· fl!ture development. At this 
Faculty Council meeting in ~eetmg, the names of t~e two 
,October. Last May, in tlJ,e form .lectedfacult_Y r!'pre~ntatives to 
of a motion, the Faculty Council the ~res id_ en t _y. I_ Search 
expressed its displeasure at the Committee will be announced. 
Provost's response and at the It i~ the de~ire of .this 
tarcfiness . ortliis resp6nse and Exec~t~ve Com?Uttee ~f the 
requested that· the· Provost Faculty Council to_ conv~nt 
clarify his position at the first all-college faculty m~tm~ frurly 
meeting of the Council this frequently, once agam, m order 
semester. to rev e i;:s et he divisional-
· accomplished by raising payments to local governments, and will 
create about 800,000 jobs. · . . 
President Ford has made no commitment in this area, b~t m h1S 
labor· day speech he urged organized labor. to help mcrease 
production and fight inflation. Problems concernmg the_ p_lan a~e th_e, 
increases in Government spending and the budget deficit which it 
would cause, as well as the Administration favoring a more cautious 
and conservative plan. 
18 Year Old Curfew will be run in addition to the paper's news stories on Faculty · At its meeting -last tdesclay, 
Council meetings~ the Faculty Coun-c:il also 
Newark ... Newar~s black Mayor, Kenneth Gibson recently took appointed a three member 
further precautionary action by ordering a ~urfew for un~er I B's -~d • committee (Norma WasmutJ\,. 
banning all street demonstr-1tions after continued unrest in t~e cities The first meeting Ch a r le s Spenser, Joseph 
Puerto Rican section stemming from a clash between P<:>hce and of the Faculty Council, presided · Tempesta) to study the Provost's 
Puerto Ricans during an outdoor_ Labor Day festival. Negotiations over by Chairman George responsibilities in relation to the 
between Gibson and community leaders were unsuccessful. After Clarkson, took p\ace last tuesday Faculty Council. The Council 
repeated outbursts, broken window~ and doors in City Hall, G~bson evening Sept. 3' at 7:30 p.m. once again opened debate on the 
ordered police into the streets. Gibson had agreed to appom~ a This Council will meet regularly issue of publication of faculty 
commission to investigate the disorder, in which the Newark Pohce the first tuesday of every month salaries, an issue which the 
Department mobilized its entire 1,500 member fo~ce, and charges of and the faculty is urged to Council by vote last May 
"police harrassment." attend. · declared a major motion· and · 
Mayor GibsonJ1uring the recent riots was quoted to have said, At thi~first meeting, ~ovost whi_ch, therefore, must _!>e 
"My door is open and I hope people will come through the door Frank Darrow announced that , decided upon by the entire 
rather than the widdow." he recognized the inadequacy of faculty by means of a_ written 
. · . his response delivered last May ballot; a sample ballot will be 
Washington ... President Ford may put off until next week his to the Faculty Council regarding considered by the Council at its 
promised decision on leniency f?r Vi~tnam draft evader~ ~nd teaching at Ithaca College by October meeting and debate' on 
deserters pending further consultat1ons with departmental officials. non-faculty personnel. Provost the issue will continue at that 
It has been reported that the President has some ideas of_ his ow_n Darrow. therefore, agreed to time. 
other than the proposed plan of pardon to th·ose who rea_ffirm t~en · 
pledge of allegiance to this country and perform alternative service, 
this may take the shape of a civilian commission or board. 
Oil Company Indictments, 
New York ... A special sta.te grand jury has voted in9ictments against 
seven major oil companies, charging them with criminally acting 
togi:ther to restrain the sale of gasoline to independant stations. Of 
the companies indicted Gulf has confirmed receiving notification. 
The others probably are Mobil, Exxon, Shell, Sunoco, Amoco and 
'Texaco. 
(around the world_ 
reconvenes 
,By Gordon Mueller 
would prefer to have on the 
commit-tee. To do this the 
council will· circulate a 
preferential polling ballot. The , 
On Tuesday; September 3, the' ballot will contain twelve names 
Ithaca College Faculty Council and each faculty member will 
held its first meeting. Many make three choices, in ord~r of· 
issues were brought up that were preference. · It was felt that the-Parties Unite ' (F 
left over from last . year. or Board would take the results of 
Rome ... The Italian Communist party, Italy's second political force, those new to the campus, the the poll into great consideration 
has made a strong bid to collaborate with the Government, Faculty· Council consists of when it came time to Ipake their 
dominated by the Christian Democratic party, in order to ~ave t~e members elected from their choices. 
nation from social and economic disaster. The bid was published m respective departments who then A motion was then presented 
the Communist's party paper, L'Unita. after the announcement th_at meet to discuss problems\ and regarding the election . of a 
West Germany had granted Italy a. $2-billion lo?n to ovefc~me its issues and act as an advisory faculty member to attend the 
financial problems. The paper stated this offer was made possible by body to Provost Frank Darrow.) meetings of the Academic 
the progress in Soviet-American detcnte. It also later ~romised ~he Among the Ol_d. ijusiness Cabinet. Essentially, this person 
U.S. that the party would not weaken the Western Alhance. ltahan brought up was the filling of one would act as a liason between 
politicians arc split; some feelin~ _it ~ ne~ess~ty in the present remaining vacancy in an ad hoc the ad ministration and the 
economic situation, others recogmzmg·1tasmev1table, which othe~ committee to study the- faculty. This person would have 
voice their miszivin~. Provost's responsibilities in no ti tie or receive no 
No Meeting relation to the ~acuity. Professor re-numberation for his services, 
I / Joe Tempesta was appointed to There was much discussion on 
Nicsia, Cyprus .. .Just before the long-awaited meeting between Rauf the one remaining spot; the the issue, with Provost Darro~ 
Denktash, head of the Turkish Cypriote administration, and the other members being Professor's expressing a negative reaction. 
greek community leader, Glafkos Clerides, President of Cyprus, was ,Norma Wasmuth and Charles He felt that this would cause the 
scheduled to take place, Mr. Denktash said he woul~ be unable to Spencer. Cabinet to lose some of its 
meet Mr. Clcrides due to his h~r:-ificalion over the discovery o~ an · T~e ~ontroversia~ question _of identity. He considers himself to 
alleged mass murder of ethnic Turkish civilians by Greek Cypnote pubhca~1on of faculty sala~1es be a guest at the Faculty Countil 
soldiers apparently killed about three weeks ago. 1 was agam_ brou~t up. A motion meeting:;. It was pointed out 
for a MaJor Motion was passed, · Cuts In Military 
ROAD 
isolationism resulting from the· 
current governance document. 
Ithaca College soon faces, 
changes at its uppi;rmost levels 
of -leaden;liip; therefore, the 
Executive Committee feels ·that 
faculty solidarity is imperative 
now. 
··Questions such as the efficacy 
of faculty governance bodies, 
teaching' by non~faculty 
personnel, publication of faculty 
and administration salaries and 
the long range goals and quality· . 
of education at Ithaca College, 
are before the Faculty Council 
this year. To keep the faculty 
informed of the debate on these 
issues and of the administration 
response to this debate, the 
Executive Committee will, 
publish this column at least 9_nce 
a month. 
thP.c the purpose of the motion 
was to open the lines of 
communication. between the 
administration and the faculty. 
On the other hand, it was shown 
that the Community Council 
was already set up for this 
purP.ose, After further discussion 
the motion was defeated by a 
show of hands. 
It would appear that in the 
future the council will be very 
concer'ned with their role wit4 
the Provost and in trying to 
exactly define what that role 
will be. Also, the issue of 
publi(?ation of faculty and 
administration salaries is certain 
to continue to raise' heated 
opinions both pro and con from 
all members of the college 
community. 
-, 
................. -.... 
CLASSIFIEDS 
,,nportant: Ride needed to Hartford, 
Ct. on Friday, Sept. 6 or Sat., Sept. 
7. WIii' split expenses. Call Bob at 
277•0277. 
Homespun ,Boutique, 119 East 
· Buffalo Street has largest selection of 
wool In town. Also acrylic yarns, 
w11av1n11, crawef, Persian yam, books, 
canvasses and macrame supplies. 
All ·our plants ar• legJI, but you can 
get high by lookln!I at them, or 
talking to tnem.- The Plantatlon, 
- downtown, opposite Rothschllds. 
273•7231. 
STA-ND, 
Saigon ... Cuts in American military aid have forced shifts in the 
strategy of the South Vict!1amcse Army in order to save fuel and 
ammuniciont. Government forces have abandoned some isolated 
outposts, and elsewhere outposts under pressure of Communist 
attacks for lack of shells and bombs with whici1 to support the small 
forces who man them. Also the Government has virtually ended the 
constant artillery .. fire peppering Communist territory, replacing 
some large unit· operations with small long-range infantry. patroJs. 
However, few believe the changess will break the military stalemate. 
(meaning that the entire facuUy 
would be polled on the 
q9estion). A second proposal 
was also voiced, that the 
administrators salaries also be 
published. It was pointed_ out 
that the council might be over 
stepping their duties by probing 
sm\h an issue. The definition of 
who is administration was also 
raised as a problem, as there are 
individuals who might be 
considered both faculty and 
administrators. A motion to 
table the motion was raised, that~ 
the issue not be brought up until 
the proposed ballot was drawn 
up and brought before the 
council. The motion to circulate 
the poll among the" faculty· 
would then be brought_!lp at the 
next meeting. 
273 · 7250 ITHACA NE",. YORK 
Khrushchev-Brqnzed 
Moscow ... Thc first authorized monument to Nikita Khrushchev has 
appeared over his grave in Novoderichy cemetary. It is an eight foot 
high monument bearing a bronze bust of the flamboyant statesman 
who was overthrown in 196,4 by the present Kremlin leadership, and 
who· died in seclusion three ye3rs later. It was paid for by the 
Khrushchev family and was reported to have taken at least a year to 
be authorized. 
Heath Has Sinking Problem 
London ... Conscrvatrve party leader and former Prime Minist:!r 
Edw!Jrd Heath's racing sloop ."Morning Cloud" capsized and sank 
when it was hit by large waves in a gale while crpssing tne English 
Channel. Mr. Heath, whose passion for yacht-racing is a conspicuous 
part of ~is public image, was not on board at the time. A godson of 
Mr. Heath's and one crew member are believed drowned. The 
s':'rvi~ng five crew members were washed ash9re after drifting- all 
rught m a raft. This is the second loss due to sinking that H ....... , has 
incurred this season. / David Grohman· 
The issue of the Presidential 
Sear.ch Committee was then · 
raised. The members· of 'the, 
committee will. ultimately be ' • 
chosen by the Board of TJVStees 
out the ·council wanted. tt-
presenf the Boan! with the 
names of people that the faculty 
~ ~ ,. - ... 
~ . ...-~ ..... .;. .... ;•.... . . - ,, . - . J. 
' 
1 OPEN YEAR .-ROUND 
RADIAL TIRE SAL~ 
~-- -NOW IN·PR.OGRESS 
·- -.- ' -
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'iirls ... but I don't mind 
~perienced women." 
Lyo\ Hall, with its murals, 
carpeting, singles, 4-man suites 
and ice machine, is definitely 
nof:the same. There are, I know, 
a few of the dieharcl ''.animals" 
who have been mortally 
wounded. They feel that their 
around the campus 
\ By Ered Raker 
As an ex-inmate of "the zoo," 
I must admit I was slightly 'taken 
aback after visiting Dorm Nine 
this 'past week. I ventured ·into 
my old residence and was 
shocked to see some mighty 
eye-opening features-and I don't 
mean the' girls (nothing personal, 
l'adies). Although it was 
somewhat unusual to see women 
freely roaming the halls, 
(unarmed), I was totally amazed 
at the renovation . that took 
place.' It is a beautiful sight-all 
floors are carpeted, the walls 
_ (painted by Gary Wojcik, 
Assistant Professor of Art at' 
I.C.) are now murals anq. there 
- --are no cigarette butts in the 
hallways. 
Dave Lord, the project 
director for Lyon's 
refur'bishment, has been 
planning three years for what 
today is his "dream come true." 
Lord explains, "It really was a 
dream ... now to see it in reality 
gives me a real good feeling." He 
happily added, "The reception 
by the students is a good ond. 
I've learned quite a lot from this· 
experience." 
Lord is excited about his 
"baby." However, he does fear 
that "If the students do damage 
to Dorm Nine, they'll ruin 
future renovations." It cost an 
estimated $150,000 to "fix-up" 
the dorm, which was the first in 
·the-series of many "facelifts" to 
come. In October, the Board of 
Trustees will inspect their 
investment; hopefully this 
showcase will provide the 
go-ahead for the plan to re-do all 
the lower quad dorms and the 
West Tower. Lord conceded, 
"When the pressure's on, it's 
on." 
Last year, when the suspicion 
of a coed dorm rose to its 
highest peak, the guys of Lyon 
were obstinate. According to M. 
B. Jones, Area Coordinator for 
the Quads, Garden Apts. and 
Valentine, "The guys just didn't 
want to move out. But now, 
everything seems fine. It is hard 
to tell at this point, however 
there does appear to be a 
definite attitude change. 
Students respect, and are excited 
about, the appearance of the 
dorm." 
Jerry Dietz, a senior business 
major and Head Resident of 
Dorm Nine, felt "the dorm 
needed renovation .very badly.'~ 
Dietz has lived in Lyon for the 
past two years, as an S.A. and 
R.A., and he is really impressed, 
"The dorin is good and we're all 
very proud of it." Concerning 
the girls, he added, "It's been a 
long time since any girls have 
really been in Lyon; last year 
girls had to be brave." Jerry 
-\. 
lived in a coed dorm his 
freshman year and liked it. "If 
there were all guys, there'd be 
insanity. The girls add a nice 
touch." , .. 
former habitat has been 
·"'wrecked." But at least the Best Of Bro'adway 
present members of Lyon can Each Sunday morning from 11 :00-12:00 AM WICB-AM(61Khz) 
·sleep well at night; knowing presents "Best Of Broadway". Each week h. ost, Ri.ck Frishman, w_ill 
their home is safe and I Th k h 
· play the score of a popular Broadway mus1ca . 1s wee t e entJ~e 
sound-free from the evils that score of the hit musical "MAME" is scheduled to be played. Withm 
.once lurked within. the· show, Rick will talk about the plot, the starring actors and 
When this major project began 
last March, a Renov,ations 
Committee was set up to discuss 
the different' plans of "attack." 
With all the members being 
male it was decided that female 
opi~ions were needed. To 
comply, two girls were 
chosen--Laurie Molinini and 
Debbie Laib, both Q,A.'s now in 
Lyon. M. B. Jones was the only 
otheF female, 
W COLUMNnotify th~ local listeners of current upcoming productions in the NE _ Ithaca area. 
Laurie and Debbie, b6th 
sophomores, were asked what 
they thought was needed for 
more enjoyable living. The girls 
'went around seeking out some 
basic ideas for -the new dorm; 
getting different views from 
those they spoke with. Laurie 
likes the dorm very much and 
feels that "the guys like it, 
though it was strange at first. 
But how can you not like 
it--compared to last year." 
Debbie "loves the dorm," as 
most everyone docs. "! was 
amazed at all the work that was 
involved. At first, the blueprints 
looked Greek to me ... now it's 
incredible to see it all take 
place," 
Some of the more fascinating 
features of the dorm include: 
The Royal Red Lounge (fully 
equipped with a broken color 
T,V. set), the Blue Lounge (for 
sexy studying), and the 
sensation of South Hill-an 
honest-to-goodness ice making 
machine. It has been so popular 
that there have been constant 
processions in and out of Lyon 
just to see ice being made. You 
have to see it to believe it! ' 
There are, however, some 
stringent penalties for anyone 
who destroys any part of the 
dorm. If there's damage done, 
the· student will be removed 
from Lyon and possi9ly placed 
off-campus. If the assailant is 
not a Dorm Nine resident, that 
person could be taken to 
juvenille court. 
A few upinions on Lyon Hall 
have been expressed by va·rious 
stttdents: Wendy Sachs (Junior 
from Rowland Hall): "I really 
like it. It's a big improvement 
ove'r other dorms. I enjoy the 
privacy of the single, too. It 
better stay like this-it's been 
really quiet. Definitely a 
change." 
David Greenwald (Freshman): 
"Lyon is much ,nicer thari tfie 
other donns 1've seen. I would 
live here next year. However, I'd 
like it to be coed by rooms.'' 
Doug Price (Sophomore): "I 
enjoyed Lyon last year. Now, 
it's· nice, but it's too sterile. I 
wish there were freshman 
1'\ ' 
The Female Experience OFFERS 
HELP 
By Leah Fackos, , 
The entire female .experience is presented on-WICB-AM's "I Am 
Woman" every .Saturday from 4-4:30 PM. Each week hostess Sharon 
Messinger speaks with either a representative of a local female 
orgainization or with a woman who is knowledgeable in a subJect 
which predominantly concerns females. Subjects dealt with in the 
The school year has begun past have included career opportunities for women, women's health 
and even though you may have problems, lesbianism, and women in /ilinority groups, among others. 
"managed to get the hassles of the As an added feature, during each "I Am Woman" program, WICB 
[!lOment out of the way, there, disc jockey, Jaime Wohl, presents two segments featunng music by a 
still might be some questions in popular female recording artist. 
your mind that you're not sure 
how to go about answering_ 
Later this month the Ithacan 
will begin a column designed to 
help students find answers to 
20 Years Of Music 
different problems they may Survey of the popular music from 1954-1974 will he presented 
encounter both on campus and each week on WICB-AM's "From The Beginning ...... The Rock and 
in the community. The column Roll Era" on Sundays from 3-6 PM. "From The Beginning ...... " host, 
will be titled "Ombudsman" and Roger Wink, plans to play many of the 11,000 records which have 
w i II b c patterned a ftcr made the Billboard charts during these years. Spotl;ghted in each 
reader-service sections in papers show will be a feature which looks at a different aspect of the rock 
across the nation. and roll e~a. The f\:atures include looks at differenct years and how 
At one time or another they contributed to the growth of rock, different recording artists, 
students find the mse Ives composers and producers, and different types of music that sprang 
grappling with- one problem or from rock n' roll. 
another; be it housing, financial, 
or personal, and not knowing Attention Men 
who to turn to. There is the . · B d 
Crisis Center on campus and All male students must register with the Selective Ser".ice 0.ar 
o t h e r c h a n n e I s o f within 30 days before or after their eighteenth btr~hd~y · 1 he ~fflces 
communicatio...n but what are located in Babcock Hall on Clinton Street which. 1s the lett turn 
happens once a' student has near the bottom of Aurora Street just before the bndge over Green 
exhausted his known options? Street. · . . 
"Ombudsman" is designed to try The office is open Monday through Fnday, 9" a_m_ until 5 p.m. , 
and get you an answer to your 
problem, using the paper's 
Journalistic resources: io assist T.M. at J.C. 
you, the reader, in what ever Specialists in education, rehabilitation and human development 
way possible. The column may will discuss a common basis for achieving their goals during a 
, be only able to give a referral or two-day symposium on the Science of Creative Intelligence at 
call for suggestion from the Cornell University. Sessions will be 8 pm Monday, Sept. 9 and 3 pm 
paper's readership, but it is Tuesday, Sept. JO in Kaufmann Auditorium, Goldwin-Smith--Hall: 
hoped the response will be of,and 8 pm Tuesday in Uris Hall Auditorium. 
some help, It is also hoped that I.C. T.M. meditators will be happy to know that there is now 
~he Ithacan will be able to d~lve,:-group meditation every afternoon at 5 pm in Tl 03. Beginning next 
mto these problems and fmd Tue~day there will be T.M. checking every Tuesday from 7-9 in 
answers that will, in turn aid the Flo I. ' 
entire college community. 
Those wishing to ask 
"0 m bu dsman" for assistance 
should describe their problem in 
writing and include their name 
and address, and mail it 
(inter-campus) to 
"Ombudsman", the Ithacan, 
Dorm 6, Ithaca College or drop 
it in the envelope on the office 
door. All requests for 
in formation will be kept 
confidential and names will not 
be used with out the writer's 
approval. 
The column will begin 
publication as soon as requests 
start coming in. 
COMM·ENT 
. ' 
Up • 
'" 
smoke 
By Fre~eric C. Hirsch 
For all students and faculty who plan to light 
cigarettes in classrooms, please scratch it from 
your schedule. 
To those who are new to I(' or riussed or 
possibly forgot, it was passed by Commumty 
Council last May to enforce the "no smoking" 
regulations in all classrooms. Any violator who 
does not refrain may and will be prosecuted by the 
Ithaca Col~ege Judiciary System. 
Surprisingly enough, · last year's vote on the 
measure was aim ost unanimous. ( So please don't 
expect the ruling to be overturned very easily.) 
Since two-thirds of us do not smoke, do not 
want to see the mess on desks, chairs, and floors, 
do not care to have smoke blown into our lungs 
and' eyes, and do not want to see burnt holes on 
rugs or burnt anything, it's up to us to enforce the 
regulation. , 
How? Just by witnessing anyone smoking in a 
classroom, you can mention it to your professor 
after class. Hopefully he or she will re-emphasize 
the ruiing during the next session. If it continues, 
you should contact Dave Knowlton at x 149, who 
will take your complaint through the judiciary, 
process. 
The college faculty have been sent 
memorandums about the ruling, and other college 
media have· picked up the detail~. There is no 
excuse for anyone to be ignorant of the regulation. 
It's time we openly object to those who smoke 
cigarettes. We're not infringing on their rights to 
smoke; they're infringing on our rights to breathe: 
• l 
I 
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.~editori~i")- The. 'p.Clcific-~t_iori of -,c ;;. 
Last spring,becaus~ of the Berrigan Incident, ·procedures were set 
up for the hiring of visiting professors. The President,at the time of 
the so called Berrigan affair,went along with the formation of the 
All-College Committee on Visiting Professors. He also said that he 
would go along with whatever decisions they made in regard to 
m~tter. We applaud the administration for a~empting t9 get as-much. 
information as possible to make what would be the imal decisiott. 
Yet, this seems to be in contadiction with the spirit President 
Phillips displayed at the open· forum held last.,Yebruary,where he 
said (as reported in The lthacan,February 13,1974)-that he ''would 
support the committees findings.,, . 
reviewing the Berrigan offer. , 
The School of Humanities and Sciences followed these new 
procedures, and set up a committee to investigate the possibility of 
hiring Father Berrigai:i. The committee came to the conclusion that 
he should be hired, and Dean Baker then approved it. 
This recommendation was then forwarded to the newly formed 
All-College Committee on Visiting Professors. Since prop~r 
procedure had been followed by the school of Humanities and 
Sciences, the committee (the All-Colleg_e Committee) then submitted 
The committee didn't find it· necessary to include an 
administrative .. source in the decision ma.ltj.ng process they set forth. 
Why then did President· Phillips and Provost Darrow find it necessary 
to weigh SQ. heavily upon Mrs. Dickinson's report,in which 
she,herself,admits a bias. (In her 15 page memorandum to Phillips 
and DaFrow, she said that nothing- had altered her __ arguements 
concerning the hiring of 'Berrigan, since the. beginning of the 
situation.) . . 
the recommendation to the administration. _ 
Provost Frank Darrow then made his recommendation that 
Berrigan not be hired. and cited a memorandurrf" from Executive 
Assistant to the President Eileen Dickinson which he said was 
influential in his reaching this decision. 
It is a fact that a committee had been formed to decide the 
possibility of hiring Father Berrigan. These people did extensive 
research into the pros and cons of a decision, and ·yet the 
administration deemed it necessary to· do its own delving into th<': 
If the administration really wanted ano~e.r valid opinion, 
couldn't they have sought the advice dJ a removed source 1· Why is 
Mrs.Dickinson's report worthy of,as Darrow called it:•special 
attention," above the report of the ·faculty members ? We never 
thought that the administators of this college professed to be above 
reproach. And yet, it seems that the administration is saying that 
they are the only ones qualitied to make decisions l;lere·at IC. If this 
~ true, what is the purpose for setting 'up the many committees on 
campus ? Or,are they here just to pacify 'both the students and 
~~o? . 
etters 
PROVOST'S 
RESIGNATION URGED 
To the Editor: 
us on the faculty. this argument 
sounded like a cruel joke. On 
many matters of importance, we 
have been unable to get 
decisions of any kind from the 
Provost. In fact, his office has 
been most characterized by 
Be1.:ause of my personal rega rd i na1.:tion rather than vigorous 
for Frank Darrow, I write th is pursuit of its proper concerns. A 
I et t c r with sad n cs!. and serious personnel matter in one 
reludancc. After long ieflcdion of the professional schools· 
however, I have concluded that, festered under the Provost's 
for the good of Ithaca College, inattention until it adversely 
the Provost should resign. Many affected the entire faculty of the 
of my 1.:olleagucs, myself _school. A number of 
included,· have lost confidence in departments for over a year have 
his a1.:ademic leadership. Please fought the Provost's decision on 
passes favorably on Berrigan's 
competence, he listens instead to 
an administrative assistant. I and 
many of my colleagues simply 
no longer have confidence in this 
kind of professional 
performance. The faculty· must 
demand that tha Provost 
represent its interests with force: 
consistency and clarity within 
the administration. I am 
saddened to charge that Frank 
Darrow has not done ]_tis job. 
Sincerely;· 
Paul W. McBride 
Assistant Professor 
Department of History 
D-ARROW'S REPLY 
allow me to put forth '.he the matter of_ the proliferation 
reasons which have· compelled of credit for courses at the 
me to this po~ilion_. College, .with no success. The 
The Provost is the most faculty council passed a motion To The Editor: 
important and powerful in February- of 1974 setting 
academic officer of the College. · · I d rd f h. · m inJ ma stan a s or _ mng This letter is in response to 
He represents the fa1.:ulty and its faculty. Not until the final Professor Paul McBride's letter 
concerns to the President and · f h d · meeting o t e aca em1c year of ."September 3, 1974, in which 
the Board of Trustecs. I-le has did the Provost (after he conc!ludes that I should 
the final dcc1s1on (short of being b dd" b h su sequerft pro mg Y t e resign. I have the highest 
overruled hy the President) in f I ·1) J h t h acu ty counc1 revea t a e personal and· professional regard formulating academi1.: policy. In I d h ii th overru e t e counc on e for Professor McBride and regret 
this capadty his action or lack d h c · 11 "d groun s t at no o ege-w1 e that he has felt compelled· to 
thereof directly affects the · I d d min Im a st an a r s were come to his present position. 
academic and professional d · bl b "th esirea e ecause e I do not intend to resign my 
standards of the College. The · · f h I Judgment o t ose most close Y position as Provost of Ithaca 
Provost in the past two yt:ars, associated with the subject . College. 
t h r O u g h v a c i 1 1 a t i O n ' matter ... must be respected." The In June I recommended to 
mcons1sten1.:y and inaction has council, of course, was not President Phillips that no offer 
not strengthened •those 
standards, but I am afraid has attacking department a I of appointment be made to 
weakened them. He has also autonomy, but was providing Father Daniel Berrigan. I 
de pa rt me nts · with reasonable reached my conclusion after 
ht!lped to create an atmosphert: professional guidelines. (Need I careful consideration of all of 
deleterious to faculty morale. point out that in the Berrigan- the evidence at hand and. I did . 
Perhaps more d1sturbing (and matter the Provost ignored the not base it on the popularity I 
symbolic) of thc incapacity of unanimous approval of those felt it might have with either the 
the Provost's office has been the "most closely associated.") The faculty, the President, or the 
embarrassing mishandling of the Provost similarly delayed Board of Trustees. Copies of my 
appointment of Daniel Berrigan. decision on, then overruled a letter of recommendation to 
The Provost overruled the faculty council motion asking President- Phillips were 
1.: a r cf u 11 Y ·cons I d c r c d for the publication of faculty distributed to the Visiting 
recommendation of the and administrative salaries. In. Professors Committee, Dean 
Comm1ttt:e on Visiting short, it is difficult for me to Baker, and David Gooding, 
Professors after 1t ~crupulously detect any consistent attention Acting Director of the Center 
followed proper procedures. In to duties from the Provost's f o r I n d i v i d u a l and 
d o in g so he oh j e ct c d t O office. His second reason for not Interdisciplinary Studies and are 
Berrigan 's academic competcnct: hiring Berrigan is specious and available-- for review by anyone. 
despite the unanimous and even farcical. In a meeting a few days ago. 
enthusiast11.: support of Berrigan Why then did the Provost with Professors George Clarkson 
b Y th c De Part men t O f overrule the faculty procedures and Gail Maccoll, representing 
Philosophy and Religion. in the Berrigan affair?Hisstated fhe Ithaca College Faculty 
Astonishingly, in defense of his reasons are unbelievable. I Council, I indicated my desire to 
of the council system of 
governance, still poorly 
perceived by many, and I intend 
to work diligently to clarify our 
inter-relationships. 
Professor McBride wherever they 
·are justified. I will work with 
him and others in mutual efforts 
towards the betterment of the 
College. 
·constructive ~criticism is 
always welcome 'as I carry out 
the responsibilities of my office 
and I accept those expressed by 
Sincerely, 
Frank Darrow 
Provost 
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C"· b j e ct ion to Berrigan· s cannot but conclude that he did reply to questions and requ.ests 
comP,etence he presented as a not have the courage to defend from the Faculty Council by...the 
"useful reference document" a the faculty position because· he meeting following their 
report by an assiStant to the thought' it unpopular with the expression. At its meeting ·this 
President who has no President and the Board of_week, the Faculty Council 
b a _ck gr O un d w ha ~e_ver in Trustees. He ~oes·not represent formed an ad )1.oc committee of · 
Philosophy or Religion. In with any fortitude the faculty he three to •·study the Provost's TIie Ithacan 11 PUbll111ed w•kli, durtn1 tM co,..,. i,Nr, 
effec_t, the . Provost vote~ no is supposed to represent. He has responsibilities in relationship to •xcept1111 th• uconel wHIC of Novemur, th• tltlrd WNk of f d th g n I D-mllet, th flnt WNII In Mll'CII anct tile. HCOlld WNII ot__ 
~on 1 ence m ~ pro. essi? a · provided no consistent the Faculty Council" and I look May. S.C011d c1a11 DOit ... tNld 11 .ttllaca, N- Yortc. 
Judgment of his philosophy leadership an, d no sense of forward<to working closely with Postfflalter, _., .... 18nd form 1179 to: aU11n•1 M111ater, 7'tt 
f lt ltllaca11 9aAIMftt, Dorm. I, .ltlllca •co1...._, ltllaea, New 
acu Y · a c a d e m i c d ire ct ion or . that committee in my efforts to vorll, _14150._ Tatepllon• 11 (CH) .n•-n•?· suncrlPIIOM · 
The_ second reason ~he_Provost professional standards. When the clarify those responsibilities and ··· cost 110.00 "' i,ftr, s11.oo for two JHlllrl and 121.00 for 
sub~itted for nulhfy_mg the faculty moves to-- establish ~tie p_o·sit"10•.., _·or the .Prnvc;,st as ,...,_. J"l'L ltdltorlll-wlewl renect· ;.._:_:Dltf~~-,., ._.,.. 
f l d t r• ..,. 1tdltorill lloanl, TMr ........ NIIKl ta. -~ of UflllCII acu ty _rec~m_men a ion was minimal ·professional standards, the chief ·academic officer of the , Col,... nor nllOeUllrlli, Indicate tM co....,_'ciftlle.ltlNa.nt 
t~at Bemgans pr~sence would he argues departmental ~College. The _past three years · M111i,.1lrt/t~,_... ... ,....,o'll9ffl!M.•••.-•rNta· 
distract the Provost s_office from autonomy. When a depart,nent ·have seen the rapid development · 10 '"'"1111.-,·,· .. ·~'--~-~~-. '. -·~-~--.':'~~.·:,"".,...- __ : _.> .. -~~--·· · .. _:·~-.-.·· ... ·-,,-·. its proper concerns. To most of · · · · · . · . ::. . .· -: ·' - · . ·, · · ·· ·. ·· '- . . 
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3. Penalty guidelines have • HILLEL • By Andy Gilbert been set up for violations of tne • • Now that school is underway, Judicial Code. The code now 
everyone-~ once again on their outlines the specific assignment i • 
own, essentially free froin the f 
restrictions i;et upon them by o penalties for different • 
sections of the code. The parents at home. There seems to • • 
be very little that you can't do, penalties range from - verbal 
now that "no one is watching", apologies or work hours of less • · 1 • 
but remember that Ithaca than 45 hours for violations of. b . . . u year O • 
College _is an institution, and like sect. 3, to work hours of more • r 1 ngt ng y O a • 
-all others, has it's rules and than 45 hours or even __ 
regulations that are enforced in suspension for violations of sect. • • 
order· to avoid complete havoc. l. , • / t • t d. / • • 
Although presented rather 4. A provision for ''forcing en er at nm en , e_, u Ca t On, 
unpretentiously, the college'does testimony" of a witness to a • • 
have a strict outline O f ~olatio~ has been added. Except • • 
regulations that will be enforced. m certain cases of "priviledged d I • hf / 
Every member of the college relationships", every member of • an en ig enm en • • 
community should by now have the I.e. community has the duty • • 
received a copy, of these to, and must, testify in a Judicial • 
regulations - the Ithaca College hearing if so requested. · • 
Judicial Code. If you have read S. An additional clause now • • 
it through in previous years, be makes v+o 1 at ion of the /llraca College Hillel is in tht· prf!cess of reorga11izatio11. As of tire fall • 
aware that the new code has a Occupational Safety and Health • semester J.974 we are cha11gi11g our affiliate poliC")'. Begi1111i11g in 
few revisions and additions. Ac~ . a violation_ of the I.e. + September. all Jewish s111de11ts will he co,rsidered me,nbt>rs of Hillel and • 
Full text of the revisions can Judicial Code. This Act requires • will he receiviuo tlrror,a{( tire moil o members/tip card. · • be found in the code book itself, employers to provide a safe i" ,.. 
but according to Dave place for emplo~ment and to • • 
Knowlton, Coordinator of' insure tha! h1~ employees •. • 
Student Activities, the major cooperat: . 'Ylth him. The Life "'fidd I R9 fr, 
ones are as follows: Safety D1Vlsion of The Office of • e O + 
Safety and Security is charged • I er o· n the . • l . A c c e s s O r y with. inspection of these • • 
Responsibility. This new regulations. 
provision- means that any person - 6. Although it has always • • 
\YhO aids another person to be~n one of the most important • • 
prosecuted for this offense. (If dealings concerning academic • - 2 • 
commit an offense can also be points_ of the Judicial Code,· Cf A • 
your friend is ripping off a book dishonest)'. (Cheating) has now •. -, · · · ·. ~~ ,.__ • 
from the boo ks tore and you been outli~~ in detail in the. _ ~ · . · ~ ! ..., . :: . "-: ~'·"': 
hold the door for him, you're in code. This year the college plans • • _ ~ : · · \ ,· ·• 
trouble too.) In some cases you to enfor-ee these regulations • ·· . . . ,. • 
can be _prosecuted even if your rather strictly. In summary, the . ... ·.-. · t'.:!< · ~ , 1 
friend is found to be "not procedu_re f~r dealing with • ~4"~ -;; - ·i. ' , ~-: ~ \.,t, ·' 1 • 
guilty"'. fAc
1
a
1
demic Dishqnesty is as • -"{ -~-- " "'- ·,\. _ .. • 
2. A section has been added 0 . ows:' When a faculty "- ·) vi ~ . .r' 
to the code providing for the member discovers one of his • '=- }.1, , . 4 "I • 
suspension o! persons who are stude~ts has been. dishonest in · • ---.. JJ./J ~ _ /, "(' ,- "· _ _,"/~-,, • 
negligent in fulfilling judicial carrying out his academic • ~~ ~ ., .f;,,_;._:\,..i~ -;, ti) _ ,- • 
assignments. If you are assigned a~signments, he in(orms·the dean ~~:!:·::~,,t,. ;•µoDucr,c,N cuMPAN, ~,.: • i·~· , . .Jij ~ A J 
"work hours" as penalty for an of his division. If it. ·is the' • A NORMAN JEWISON FILM '·'1' ·, ~; · ~ - ·-?/"')£~; • 
offense and you don't complete student's firS t offense, the • "FIDDLER ON THE ROOF" 11'-it~"'~ ~ · - • 
the hours in the specified faculty member will discuss the ···· ·< ft · 
amount of time, you may in :!~ ~~: !~:d~~~ni:~~i!!:~ ;;.~ ••• ,!.9.P ... ~~.·i, .... ,.d,,, _,~ /1 '~ _ •• 
certain cases, be suspended from facult·y me-mber wi"ll deci·de- on a NORMAN JEWISCN ~ _; T' ~'l~ 
school until you "do your ' ..... ,.,,, Jil • 
_time"_ _penally if tll~ student admits he • },9..~.~.~~-,~~~!.~ _ ~-• 
,.•************************~ is guilty-:' If /the student and • .. .. ,., ,.,. ''""''''""'·'-•• . 
1
/J • 
: FL Y .. JN! ; a penalty, the dean will act as • ,, ... , .... ,, ••••... ,.,, .. _., - ii.._-~-• ,. faculty member cannot agree on JERRY BOCK :I ~6!!!.-~,.1 ~ • 
w SHELDON HARNICK id$,. I ,_. ,,,, ,,,,,,,,, \1111,/111 ,..,,, ' ! ;:~q~:~r·w~· b~n h:~:::~v~:s:i.. HAROL0D "pR'i'NcE°'' • ,r..,..~,:.- •• 
.. 
,J 1111,,,,,t,·r /_' -,,, t' I ,. th J d' B I ' p~ , 
: - " - '""" : e campus u 1ciar oard. ;;.;:·:.:.'.':.~~.~~;:;, ·,.:· ·• .• ,.., ,-: · ·· ~ • · .-' · \ 
• • ,,. If it is not the student's first • JEROME ROBBINS ,., -~·~; -~,~/ .~ _- • ! All YOU CAN [AT/: offen~I!, the case will • ~j~,..·~:;~;A·;,.·~----.--,,, .. .l ___ ,,~ ~ YI;':;,-"':"~ "" • 
,. ,. · automatically be handled by the o, ...... ...,.,., ... , "• •, •• Ji- ~-- , ~ ~,.tfil .' .· ·' · 
: PANCAKES SAUSAGES : Judicial Board. . _ • ~~.~.~;~"~ .~PU,~1~; ... ~ ~~: _ ,
1
_~ --1':'_:.,J-· . :i- • 
,. • Among other additions to the • :~"A1<1Jo 11 ... , ,-~-~-'... .. • 
! JUICE COFFEE ! code, provisions' now deal with ,sAA~ SllRN , \ "\ . , • -.,_,. -,, 
: _ : dorm visitation rules, tlieft of .• ;:~-;:.:~~.,,r,,,· ,.01 OR "' ' ' + 
,. Hl/1,f ,. college property, and traffic • r,: · ;::::--, • 
: -! regulations. L~ '~"1~~!.'~~:1•:~1-::-! 1755 Maclilenburg Rd., : Included in an appendix the + Umtr.J Artists • 
: Ithaca : code now goes into detail • • 
.._************************ ... concerning the college's policy + September 7 & 8 - Friday and Saturdayt 
(continued on page 10) • • 
t one sh9w p~r night 7:30 + BOB DIEMOND'S 
ISCO-UNT BEVERAG 
CIGARETTES 
BREAD 
CUPS 
DIP 
MILK 
EGGS 
, ICE 
CHIPS 
Picnic an·d Party ~upp/ies 
ICE COLD KEGS 
. --._ 
2,000 Cold Cases of 
~: . . 
_·s_ODA & BEER 
. -,. ' I -
. - . )·. ',' 
. · Mon. thn, Sat. · 9a,;,. 9pm. ·· Sm,. j J.r, 
. -·1..:-· > .... New_lOCIIJ.iD!1 •. 1}en .10--/!u~#y ·1ce- Cream 
• •• t P.A. Building +
• $ • + 1 admission limited seating +· 
• •#.,.,.###>H##•#•####,H####.######HH##H#•##*4 ·-
• September 7 Slichot service t. 
. .: 
+ 12 midnight Buffer lounge in Egbert Union • 
• --~~HHHWHHWH#1,..._NNH • . ~., .. .,.~,., ,.~ . 
• Sunday, September 15 .• 
• I 
: GeneraJ Meeting, for all those : 
t interested in being a part of : 
. . - . ~ t Hill8L 8:30 Chaplain's office i 
0 ~'••I-~"',~, .... :.. 
·--··-~· .. ······~~·-········ .. •·••• 
~.--.--.-, - ., .. _.' :··~ .. :,·-:::·;,,' 
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By Sam Milgrim 
As school starts there are alwaY,s some bad 
thoughts, and some good ones. A bad one might 
be that classes have begun. But, the good oni;s are 
that with the resumption of classes there is also a 
resumption of the Ithaca flicks. If you liked last 
·year's schedule, you will probably like this year's 
list of films even more. If you didn't like what we 
had last year, well, why don'-t you give us another 
chance. 
The Ithaca flicks start on Thursday with the 
Last Hutrah. This motion picture classic, direc~ed 
by John Ford, is the story of how a political 
machine works. Spencer Tracy plays Frank 
Skeffington, mayor of a big city and through his 
acting skill we see a· big city politician on the road 
for his last campaign. Tracy's character is not only 
a study of a man but of a society. A society not 
only of city- halls and ~ansions but of ethnic 
minorities, slums and everything else that make up 
our twentieth century world. 
Ford takes Tracy, Pat O'Brien, Jeffrey Hunter, 
Bas!I Rathbone, Donald Crisp, John Carradine and 
many others and creates a powerful, entertaining 
, and deeply moving production. The Last Hurrah 
will be presented on Thursday at 9:30 only, and 
on Friday at 7:00 and 9:00 in TI02 for $.50. 
On Sat. and Sun., Sept. 7th and 8th, Hillel will 
present Fiddler on the Roof. Next Thurs. and Fri. 
the I 2th and 13th, Ithaca flicks returns with Little 
Caesar. Little Caesar is not just another gangster 
film. It is the film that' launched Edward G. 
Robinson to stardom. The film is basically the 
story of a small-time hood who decides to become 
a bigtime hood and his fight to arrive there. 
Although Robinson's co-star, Douglas Fairbanks 
Jr. does not turn in one of his better 
performances, lhe film is still worth seeing for 
Robinson alone. In fact, what makes Littk Ceasar 
different from many other 30's gangster films is 
Robinson's great performance. So, for film buff 
and film novice alike Little Ceasar i!: recommended 
viewing. It will be presented on Thursday Sept. 
12th (time to be announced) in TI02.and Friday 
Sept. 13 at 7:00 and 9:00, also in TI02 for $.50. 
Coming up at the Ithaca flicks, Lost Horizon 
( Sept. 14, I 5), What's Up Tiger Lily? (Sept. l 9, 20), 
and Bananas ( Sept. ::! I, 2:2). Read this column in 
upcoming weeks for more film information. 
AP/·tl- A, 7:~ <:'t. ~ Nt>W 
BF. ir,. (7 ~r. c cP7£f' Fo:.::. 
~, ,, 0 ~ 0Pf/cl1 ·PP.F f·11)1iA(-f.~~; 
, c- F 1-- I ,u) At t:, 
. . 
Spealcing of -Swartz 
By Graham Gerkin-Swartz 
Occasionally there comes along a film that is so 
downright awful that it's almost a pleasure to 
watch: all yourfrustratioris, sexual, academic, jock 
itch may be unleashed upon the '"banality, the 
sup;eme rubbish being offered. . ; 
Our Time is just this kino of film. Set in a girl's 
boarding school in 1955 j)ur Time could easily 
have been produced by the National Council of 
Churches as part of their campaign against the evils 
of premarital sex; also, inasmuch as it t~es to 
make us believe that a woman can get pregnant by 
watching a man's glasses get'steamy in the back o, 
a '54 Dodge, Our Time can be hailed as a sexual 
Reefer Madness. Director Peter Hyams enhances 
the special mediocrity of the script by shooting 
the entire film as if he were doing the dream 
sequence from Carroll's Roast Beef Hero 
commercial. 
The actors, notable for their youth and nice 
complexions, complicate matters by trying their 
hardest to keep a straight face; b1:1t, alas, even that 
one noble attempt falls to ruin when the enraged 
heroine throws a loose chocolate milk shake into a 
tall, gangly person's face (then hugging him with 
the follow-through motion). 
Our Time, a dull movie that is perfect for 
television and/or a double features with Class of 
'44 i~ l:i in at The Tri hammer Cinema. 
rt,e following programs will be broadcast on 
~B~l'hti~'lfeY'f: Septem"'!._r 8, J 974 on /CTV, 
7:30 Consumer Insight Miss Cora Walker of the 
New York City Co-Op Supermarket Joins hostess 
Pat H lgglns to discuss tile advantages ot a 
cooperative supermarket and tips tor smart food 
buying. 
B:Oo The Film Makers student fltm makers 
become Involved in mystery anl! Intrigue In an 
adventure filled half hour. (Starring Kip Rosser, 
James Padnos, Janice Muirhead, Ted Enlk •. 
8:30 Freeze Frame FIim makers Todd Caso and 
Mack Travis Join llost Sip Landen to discuss the 
techniques used and the problems they 
encountered when tlley filmed "The Token." 
9:00 What's Cookln'? Lois O'C<ltlno"r; a· well 
known local authority on herbs and spices Is gueSj 
chef tllis weeK as Sile Joins Neal Scllwartz anil Fr11_d 
Berner to add a new twist ta the preparation of 
your salads and a special dressing fo!, t_hem. 
9:30 The Carbones A llalf nour drama exploring 
tile generations of an Italian family caught up in 
today's times. · 
........................................ 
' 
_;· ... 
. (contir,11,ui from page 1) the substan~ 'of one oI· -thchlS"' 
. courses Bemgan . was ·to tea , . 
3upporteJS "'of Berrigan felt that· among other"~- · 
the controversy his presence Some critics of Darrow's · 
·would generate would be a ,decision and Mrs. Dickinson's 
positive elemeqt in his favor. memoran·dum, feel that her 
Darrow also pointed out that report doesri't include enough 
Berrigan 's critics cited primary sources as ,eridence 
controversy 'as the ·reason that 
1
.against Berrigan. Dr .. ~~y 
the appointment should not go· Fireside, a professor of Politics 
through. In the Tetter, Darrow ·at IC, said that the H~S 
· sid "it is. my opinion that these rec(> mm end a tion to hue 
reactions to Father Berrigan · Beirigan con.tained many 
would continue and the Berrigan primary recommendations from 
issue would be the subject of people who knew and worked 
ongoing debate among a with Berr~gan, _where-as 
s ubstantiaJ proportion of · the Dickinson's memo relied largely 
· faculty' and student body. We o'n secondary sources to 
would therefore, be diverted substantiate her case. 
from ' coming to grips with . Fireside, as did Darrow, made 
questions vflbich are central to mention of one ~rin;'ary sourc_e 
our academic mission. For these. used by Mrs. Dickinson. This 
reasons, I recommend that no was a phone conversa_tion she 
offer of appointmen(be made." ··had with the Pres1~ent of 
Darrow based· his decision on Woodstock College, where 
his own personal solicitations of Berrigan briefly taught, in which 
the faculty, and . ..the "special- the President claimed 1:hat 
attention"· he had given to a Berrigan was "a good theologian, 
memorandum prepared by but not a great Biblical scho~r." 
Eileen Dickinson on the matter. Darrow felt that the deCJS1on 
Mrs. Dickenson is an Executive he made with regard to Berrigan 
Assistant to Phillips. was correct, and has had no 
Each faculty member was second throughts about it. He 
solicited by Darrow for their _ noted that it would have been 
o p i n i o n · o f B e rr i g an' s possible fo.r him to duck the 
appointment. Darrow said that decision since Berrigan had 
of the responses he rec~i_v~d, made ;;ly I the absolute 
slightly more favored the_ hiring deadline for making a decision, 
of Berrigan than opposed it. and the decision was on June 26, 
The memorandum that when he could have just let the 
Darrow referred to, includes deadline pass and wash his hands 
Mrs. Dickinson's opinion - that of the matter. He went on to say 
Berrigan not be hjred, and the that ·"a variety of mistakes were 
evidence she regarded in Conning made by both sides," and that 
her opinion. Mrs. Dickenson said he felt the debate was "healthy 
the view of a visiting professor for the institution." 
that she understood most The Provost also placed part 
clearly, was the "old-fashioned of the blame for Berrigan's 
(perhaps Ivy) view." This view rejection on a .... 'cumbersome 
consists of "a scholar of procedure". He said that the 
distinction in a discipline or entire process took too long, and 
- combination- of disciplines who that there should have been a 
wili complement the · existing debate in the Spring involving 
curriculum, bringing one portion s t u dents, fa cull y, and 
of that curriculum and its administrators regarding 
students to a higher level of Berrigan. 
academic achievement and, Dean Baker, the man who 
enlightenmentthan would have e n d o r s e d th e II & S 
been possible without his/her recommendation, still feels he 
presence." Mrs. Dickinson felt was correct in doing so, and 
Berrigan woul4 be teaching in would have liked to have seen 
"areas in which he lacked the -Berrigan on campus this Spring. 
competence and lustre that Baker explained that Berrigan 
Ithaca College's first visiting could have "stimulated-students 
professor should have." to think about education, and 
. The evidence which was how it effects their lives." He 
included in the memorandum said 'he was interested in 
included letters from IC faculty Berrigan as a stimulus, not in bis 
members for and against Political beliefs. He also 
Bertjgan's ~ppdintment, portions attributed part of the entire 
of magazine articles written problem to lC's total lack of 
about Berrigan, quotes from experience with regard to the 
some of Berri2c!._nJ speeches,. and hiring of Visiting Pro essors. 
'Greeilhollse-
terrarium plan~s, fern*1,· 
hanging baskets, cacti 
. 
McGUIRE GARDENS 
365 ELMI_RA RD. 
PEN EVERYDAY 273-067 . f. QCdldDOdl0Ak5§10dC00o!DDicb!CJQfj0tddC00Qdbdd¢®d0dh00b0DCU · 
g' THE ICHABO"D 1S SPECIAL i 
' \ 
I(] 
/ 
( offered 7 days a week ) 
Delmonico steak dinner 
- only$1.99 
with 
baked· pot_ato 
tossed salad 
garlic bread 
or fric~ 
Pitchers of beer with-dinner 
/ 
And for lunch: 
$1.75 
sirloin with fries only $1.99 
. - I ' 
; 
- / 
,1/so, ~ome visit· 0111 tocltlt1/I loiihl~ . ~ -_.,; 
·1,1it1bod's--i2+~--Etist ,iJa1~·-i1,1,,:- '. ·: .:· :,-- ) 
' • • •, ~1 ·.-~ •-.:' '• ~ ' I ' ,• ' •" .... • ,I, • _.. ~-' ,•: ~ !•••"~,. .' • .,,, ... ,,:.:., j ," • •• • • 
. ···························································~······~··········~-·~·· ' 
- ' _ • .::,~ 1 _,. .... :. ' -
:'U 
J· 
.. ,"., , .. ·· .. ,. -. ,, •',''"•; ... 
·Ram .. or pumping the same_,informanrs· ~eet the problems of the' that Mr. Lyons pumps, I-became future." 
- convinced of the validity of this· THE OPTIMIST MAGAZINE. 
story.· 
. ' . ..,. , 
. .. 
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- Russ_ Lyons. ·I-lpok forward to' SU,Pply this reporter with enough 
President Lyons doing his job stories for years to come. . 
. with the utmost zeal and to 
...... 
htlS 
..:., . 
,t.-.. The only question remaining ... With Russ on the third floor ..,.~..,.w,,....,.~'*40,Nj~'*4"#,ff4...,.J-H'**4~,.,,'**'J-H~~~ in my mind was; What would of JOBLAND, everyonewilljust REYNOLD'S VARIETY 
many of the important people of have to look up at him." 
our time have-to say about the WALTCHAMRERLIN Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
By Mike Hunt 'forthcoming nomination? So I "The co-eds of Ithaca Colleg!. 
. · asked:_theni and these were some 't have to look at him as just As many of you might kn_ow of their responses: won . a 
last May brought not only an "Th ha t b another President but as, 
. _ _ ere s no een a more f . e d ,, --- • 
e n_d t_o. C 1 as se_s,. but. ~he promising young man with more . n_ n . , HUGH HEFFNtR legat,e'lerages by case 
resignatio? of _Presid~nt Phillips. llonesty and· integrity since 
The _resignation will beco~e Calvin c0 olidge. We have much 
effective . when a successor IS in common " - . · 
found. The delay in (lllding such -·-aICHARD M. NIXO~ 
"'With Mr. · tyons' ideas on 
carnivals and circuses, Ithaca 
College will be where its all at 
sodas magazines papers 
a successor has caused much . . d"bly tale-•a 1 
· .· "He IS an mere i ,._"' W LT DISNEY speculation throughout tlie , h ill give Ithaca A 
campus. Sensing a story at once, young n;:n ~~ ~t it needs to Finally, 1 would like to close 
upon. his return Roving, C_ollege e si with my own perso~al view of 
· Roaming, Rumor Reporter got .., ... ~'**' ... '**4~,H-H-#~~'*"~H4'##<P##M~H-4~'*'~ 
in the future." 24- /Jr. Ice cube & 
blo.clt ice service 
directly on top of the situation. Meta· I Sculpture 
-From this initial lead the rumor, 
reporter found conclusive proof · 
on the wall in front of the-urinal 
in the executive washroom 
the iron· shop 
8 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 days 
located in jobland. · 
Rumor has it that the next 
President of. Ithaca Coll~ge ha_s 
already been chosen, and for 
two very good reasons. The first 
being that he was elected by a 
. u·nanimous vote by the Board of 
Trustees, and the second being 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA 272··5101 
MAYERS SMOK.E ·sHOP 
Sp,ei6/izint in 
All Smoker's Supplie• 
·Paperbound Books 
. ' 
Pipe. Repairs 
Mag~ines 
Newspapers 
.VISIT 
Fine Oriental Art 
Rare Oriental Rugs 
· that they were desperate. Their 
choice was only made after 
much · deliberation and much 
debate lasting for a full fifteen 
minutes. They chose a man with 
new upward looking vision, a 
man of small stature but" big 
ideas - our own Russell Lyons 
(no relation to the dorm) of 
Chestnut Hill, Ma. This would of 
course explain the delay in the_ 
stepping in of President Lyons, 
since he could not take over the 
position until the end of Fall 
Orientation. Perhaps it is not 
easy for many reporters ·to, 
believe a story at first glance. 
Even with the facts staring me in 
the face I was not yet ready to 
believe that Johnny Carson was 
going to be replaced by the _little 
green sprout. However, after 
Unique Oriental &ifts 
What are your 
-c~·ollege years 
all about? 
concerts . 
• • plays 
Greeks~ • • sports 
Rt. 13 
Off Street Parking 
life campus 
Together they 
• • 
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• 
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friends DA---
yearbook 
Interested, willing pea.pie-·:-_ 
toge-t~_er. they for~n a yearboo.k staff~ 
Meadow at Green 
11 :00 to 5:00 Daily 
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BO'MBERS SET 
TO BLA-ST. SPORTS OPPOSITION 
By Dave Rives 
The Ithaca College Football 
·team, seeking its fourth straight 
winning campaign under Head 
Coach Jim Butterfield, got off to 
a good start this past weekend 
with a convincing 21-7 win over 
rival Hobart in an exhibition 
con test before a sizeable 
hometown crowd. · 
Coach Butterfield got a good 
look at his three quarterback 
prospects, Jerry Boyes, Zolly 
MacDonald, and ll!st year's 
freshmen signal caller, Frank 
Caufield. All three were injured 
during the 1973 season, but have 
returned healthy this fall and are 
vying for the number one slot. 
· Whoever starts at the field 
•
l>lN~ 1'"1~ G~{(K 
ll~ISE~ HAIRSTYLING 272-S092 
WE usE REDKEN PRoou.cTs Free "Parkins 
359 I· h111ra Rd. aero" from ~kJonald\ 
TOGl:TIILR BL'T SEPARATI: 
REFRIGERATORS FOR RENT 
APARTMENT SIZE 
BY MONTH OR SEMESTER 
boss position will be behind a 
veteran offensive line. The ·only 
new face on the line is Ed Burns, 
who is no stranger to the l.C, 
system, having filled in capably 
behind the graduated .Jack 
Greene for the past two years. 
The line is compli!llented by a 
strong backfield, which includes, 
besides the quarterbacks, Tight 
End J. B .. Little, Split End Bill 
Bryant, and Flanker Tim Nunn. 
Heading the long list of running 
back candidates are Dave 
Remick, former Ithaca High star 
Al Howell, and Dave Pitzer,· a 
1973 Little Red graduate who 
spent last year at Penn State. 
Defensively, the front four 
looks rugged with Ends George 
Tortolon and Jim Sczcerba, 
Tackles Pat Dougherty and 
Larry Czarnecki. A host of 
veterans are retu~ning·to try ta 
nail down spots in the defensive 
backfield. Leading the charge 
here are safeties Chuck Kroll and 
Gary Bucci. Bucci, a starter in 
this spot last year, also saw duty 
as the number one quarterback 
late in the season, playing both 
ways in key,games against C.W. 
Post and Hobart. The middle 
linebai;:ker spot is strong with 
Ron DiMartino r·eplacing 
graduated Tony Grosso. Tom 
Heinzelman and Joe Bowers are 
leading candidates for the two 
outside spots. 
Bombers open scoring 
In the Hobart scrimmage, the 
Ithacans opened the scoring in 
the second period, after an 
opening period drive faltered at 
the Statesmens' one. The quarter 
changed with Hobart in 
possession, bu_t afte, only two 
plays, Hobart's Quarterback, Jeff 
Thon, took the hand-off and 
attempted a pitch play. The ball 
missed its destination and tell 
into the end zone. Big George 
Tortolon raced to the ball and 
recovered it for the aomber's 
score. Al Howell coAverted for a 
.7-0 I.C. lead. Offensively, the 
Statesmen could go nowhere 
under the pressure of the 
Ithacan defense, and after 
several exchanges, the Bomber 
offense again mounted a scoring 
drive. It only took four plays, as 
QB Boyes connected with Split 
End Bryant on a picture perfect . 
.-SO yard pass play. Howell again 
hit the mark for a 14-0 lead at 
half-time. Hobart scored in the 
third period, as both teams 
began substituting lieavily. The 
Statesmen drove 80 yards, 
capped· by an eight yard TD pass, 
from quarterback Thon to Tight 
End Tom Scharqt. Th.at score 
seemed to momentarily revive 
the Statesmen, who have 
suffered two previous season 
ending defeats at the hands of 
UNITED RENT ALL 
363 ELMIRA RD. 273-1807 
r-~~~:;~---------::--;:::;::~-;;~~-~~-~ the lthacans. 
..._...___JL_,. ·They stopped the Bombers on 
INSURANCE 
··YOUR PROTECTION - OUR PRUFESSION" 
BROKERS 
Robt!r-c S. 800th, ord 
Robert L. Boo'throyd 
/ 
ClJ~S of ·~4· 
Class of '(,ff 
H~nry G. Kty!:t>r' ·---------Class of '5'}." 
\VrH1a111 Flynn---------·-- C.:.L.U. 
ROBERTS. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY. INC. 
"Wt' Welc11111t' Your /uq11iry .. 
· 31 ! East Se11t'ca. ltltaca. N. Y. 
DATE 
9/5 
9/6 
the next offensive series to 
regain possession of the ball, bu
0
t 
any ideas of tying the game up 
were quickly squelch"ed, when 
the First Bomber ·defense 
re-appeared on the field to put 
Hobart back in its place. 
.C0~ER Bm~_STore 
115-17 S. CAYUGA ·sr. . ·1tHACA ... NEW YORK 1.A8SO' 
Towards t~e end of the busy 
third period, -1.C. took the ball in 
for an insurance tally, driving 70 
yards tn eleven plays under 
quarterback -Zolly MacDonald. 
The drive was CiPPe.qJ~y a five 
yard TD pass from· MacDonald 
to Split End Jim' Roden bush. 
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TIME 
9 
7&9 
PLACE 
T/02 
SAB PRESENTS: 
ADMISSION 
$.50 
· Next week the, lthacans travel 
to f.1ansfield State for their final 
tune-up game before they open 
the regular season up in Canton 
against St. Lawrence on Sept. 
14. -
rules 
(continued from page 5) 
:-Vith respect to liquor and drugs 
m all college -bJJ.i].dings-not just 
dormitories. 
At present there is no all 
college statute concerning drugs, 
but the college lives by rules 
prescribed by federal, state, and 
local statutes. The office of 
s·afety and Security is 
authorized- to investigate 
alleged_ violations of these 
statutes. 
For the amount of time 
students are here at Ithaca 
- College they will be subject to 
gie rules and regulations set up 
by the Judicial Code. 
_ !!•11J1111111nHm11m1111m1111~11111111111111m1m111111n11111111m 
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Last Hurrah I I· 
I I 
THE LAST HURRAH 
Spencer Tracy, Jeffrey Hunter, Dianne Foster 
' 
COMING A Tl RACTIONS 
FIDDLER ON THE ROOF Sept 7 and 8 7:JOpm_ 
Oollongham Center (P{A.) $1.00 
LITTLE CAESER Sept 12 and 13 - 7 and g-JOpm. 
T · 102 .SO 
LOST HORZON Sept. 14 and 15. 7 and 9:JOpm--· 
T · 102 .75 . 
WHAT'S UP TIGER LILY Sept. 19 and }O . 7 qne 9pm 
T·102 .SO ·, . 
BANANAS Sept, 21 and 22 , 7 and 9 pm •. 
1 102 _75 " 
BLUE ANGEL Sepl. 26 • 7 and 9pm. 
T·I02 .SO ' ' 
THE SEVEl'ITH SEAL Sept. 27, 28 and 29 · 7 and 9pm. 
T·102 .SO 
I 
~ CELEIIRATED. SIJ('ERII Ii ~UJIIRIOV:S. ~ -
~ IMBIBING EMPORIUM ~ 
: . A.NO ' ; 
· 1 OOll~itlOJJ{j}~OOY I 
g A TITTILATING 1ll[~A[ TIIOVJ § 
-~ ~~~u\~":~~\f8;'Jl~£'f.~ :ft ~ 
I / i 
~ . = ~ I// ~ 
I. Irish · Col fee l-
a § 1 ,$/;00 .. • 
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· · · . • former Ithaca High All STAC · McCormack is optimistic \ 
Soccer · Goal: 
. ~ - .,. 
,Blend_· 
-Frosh,Vets 
'I,eading the Bombers in 1974 'The-Larrieshada5-l mark in Con- and State All Star Chris Poulias, about the new year. Ithaca 
are cc>,-captains Dave Kleinfelder, 1f ere n c e pl!ly 1nclud.irtg .a 2- 0 Frank.., Cohen (Poughkeepsie), should have more speed and 
a .,senior fullback from win over I.C."in Canton. lthaca 1Mohamed AlsagerJKwaitJ, Roy have a better passing game in 
Philadelphia, Pa., and senior was 4-1-1_ with a tie at Alfred. Oey (The Hague, Holland), Dave 1974. Some . gaps have to be 
,wing Linc Artz from Rochester. - Other starters, returning for Yeo ( London, Ont.), Steve filled but the Bombers appear to 
·Kleinfelder missed part of the I.C. in addition to the Carey (Morristown, N.I.) and have_the talent for another 
1973 season with an iJtjury and co-captains are forward ~ck Mike Bennett (London,. win__n~r. 
Seeking . a second straight 
winning season,. the ,Ithaca 
College -soccer team has begun 
pre-season practice with 55 
candidates hoping to earn a spot 
with the varsity. The Bombers 
open a f3-game schedule here on 
all three of the Ithaca -losses Demont (Jr., Lincoln, Ma.), England). Several ,uthers are The Schedul«!: Sept. 20 
came with the rugged veteran halfbacks John Bleh (Jr., expected to make a strong bid Hobart, 21 Clarkson, 24 
out of the lineup. He returned to Keesville) and Ralph Aubakken for the varsi~y. Cortland, 30 at St. Bonaventure; 
help I.C:finish·up strongly with (Jr., Teaneck, N.J.) and fu)lback Another new face at Oct. 2 Canisius, 8 at Rochester, 
wins over RPI, RIT and Oswego. ~cott Handler (Jr., Be~fo!d). pre-se~n practice ls Monroe 12 Alfred," 19- St. La wre'nce, 22 
Artz scored his goals in wins Ten other players .with limited Community College transfer Hartwick, 30 at RIT; Nov. 2 at 
over Cl~rkson and Hobart last experience from 197! alsoJ Sergio Burgos. RPI, 5 Osw~go, 9 at Syracuse. 
Sept. 20 hosting Hobart. . year, [_returned. • -------------------~----.. Ithaca will make a determined ·McComiack has high hopes Coach Wilfred McCormack 
guided. the Bombers to a 7-3-2 
mark last year for the first 
winning campaign iri three years. 
McCormack, is hard at work 
seeking to blend alme group of 
freshman ,candidates with_ a 
strong nucleus of veterans to 
produce another winner. 
Ithaca will have to replace five 
talented players. Graduated 
veterans are goalie Tom Blank, 
forward Andy Mason, and 
fullback Scott Hamilton. Blank 
posted four shutouts for the-
Ithacans and made 155 saves in 
12 games during 1973. 
Forward Abby Almuhailan, 
the Bomber's leading scorer for 
the past three years. and ~ first• 
· team All New York State Spccer 
Team selection last year, will be 
spending his senior year in New 
York completing lus studies at 
the Albert Einstein College .of 
Medicine. Abby scored 21 goals 
and added 19 assists in his 
career. 
Halfback Bob Keill has not 
returned for his junior year. 
The lthacans are hopeful of 
contin\ling their winning ways 
that ·nearly earned a post season 
tournament bid last year. 
bid to capture the soccer If~~ a tale~ted group of incoming 
c h a m p i o n s h i p o-f the frosh who are expected to give 
Independent College Athletic the Bombers some scoring 
Conferenceafterfinishipgaclose punch. Some of 'the top 
second to St. Lawrence in 1973. freshmen prospects incluE~ 
~---·---------~----------------------·--· I ~ 
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. Q! The Best tu, I 
..... of Coffee I 
..... Jc!~.!:.~. i 
Donut, -• 111e VILLAGE Cllla I 
at (0-Ui.lT'I (OIIIID5 I 
. 7 DAYS I OPEN 6.00 a.m .... 11 :00 p,m. ' I 
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TRA(Jf 
NPw cl"Jd Used f.urn,turP. -
(.,run\ - Glor.ks - Ant,Qut:s 
B'>uqhl ,mrl s,>lrl , 
Ca.sh for Your Items at 
Ralph E.· ·Thorpe 
Slale Street Bargain House 
~,11; West StatP. -StrP.et 
1Tt-,4CA NEW YORK 1-lH~C 
- 607-:>11-960l 
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8
the Free* t 
. 1ty · us and 
do your shopping with us!" 
Clip out and· use· on any city bua. rr------~--, . 
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ASIATJ(: GARDEN 
( JIINESE-AMERICAN 1-~00D 
118 W Shatt> St 
opt·n tut·~ 
thru ~urr Sint·t· 19JI 
t·arry-out 
t'or a l·han~t· 111 t·u_a~me try 
ASIA TIC GARDEN 
Red label Dacron® filled pillows 
·~· the more you buy ... the more 
you save during this sale 
Buy 2 for only 7 .00 
' Buy 3 for o~ly 1-0.00 
~\ ~ ... ~"\~~r,,,'.1\1J \ 
Buy 4 for only 12.00 
Now 1~ the tirnl' f{;, 1·pl. 1r ,. t,)·" old wor fl 01111,illOw':i ·ut fhC':iC \f)Ctial ~<llC 
priCC'':, l'rl(.JtJ, 111 'JI :t '"J :,·•,! ,• 1(.JtJI£' 0(.J< rQ•' nu 1ve1>tcr Idled pillow\ ,11 
priCe':,likcH,l·'><: T~H·, r, ,1r1 cJllcr(Jen1<. rr·,il·cnt 0,1ur 1'·,1_.iu-ndm1lde.....,. 
resi\fant (i,·,en·d w,trl I o, .. 1u1e \fr1pPd f11 K,n,J: ,' ..... 11 y1vc yedr'"l of 
service u·,< ,vu! titJ',c.J, l-'rJrh1:,rhild ·• (t1.irtJ< ~cJn~Am('r1carcl or 
Ma':i• .. r (ni.1r JI 
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SEPT. 9 11 
GEORGE C SCOTT FAY DUNAWAY 
OKLAHOMA CRUDE 
. SEPT 16 18 . I A cLoci<WoKRKCORANGE SEPT 19· 21 ORSON_ WELLES . CITIZEN KAN.f: 
GRE:I\T 't1D\JENTURE: WE:E:I< 
-
SEPT - 23 25 SEPT 26 28 -
JOEL McCREA . FAY WRAY RICHARD DIX WAL TEA HUSTON . 
THEM.OST 
-DANGEROUS GAME 
'TRANSAT~ANTIC TUN,NEL. -
W~tt\' <lt)get< 
I SEPT 30 - OCT 2 -REEFER MADNESS "( 1936) . OCT. 3-5 -SEX MADNESS-c1931> . 
-- --... 
.. - . -
W,.\tull ~UUil~ WEtCtU! . 
. ,.,.. - ., . I · HORsEfijf?rH~.Rs • . . OCT 7~9 MONKEY BUSINESS 
( 1931) 
I ~ 
· · · -BBEilE WEEK _ 
. I 
THE CAOICNT E14--16M- UTINY··· I ·-·OCT. 17-19. ·''· -THE BIG -~SLE-EF»- > · : 
WITH VAN JOHNSON - FRED McMURRAY . WIT~ LAUREN·BACALL -. 
__ ..,_ -· 
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